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“In God We Trust”

ECONOMIC TRENDS UPDATE

- U.S. MARKETS
- PROTESTS WILL SLOW ECONOMY
- MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES BUST?
- NOTES FROM THE FRONT LINES
- EUROPE
- EMERGING MARKETS
- CB0: ECONOMIC RECOVERY TO TAKE TEN YEARS
- BARGAINS GALORE
- BIGGEST MALL OWNER SUES BIGGEST TENANT
- RENT PAYMENTS DOWN, BANKRUPTCIES UP
- CHINA
- JAPAN
- UNEMPLOYED UP, UNEMPLOYMENT DOWN?
- COLLEGE DAYS DYING
- THE MONEY CLUB: BLACKROCK RULES
- GHOST MALLS 2.0

PROTESTS 2020

- BLACK LIVES MATTER GOES GLOBAL
- POLICE BRUTALITY = NO LIVES MATTER
- GEORGE FLOYD PROTESTS: TRUMP “FORCES” THE ISSUE

TRENDS-EYE VIEW

- COMPLIMENTS OF THE FED: THE NEW NORMAL
- TREND TRACKING LESSON: OBAMA OUT-MILITARIZED TRUMP BUT AMERICA STILL LOVES HIM

COVID-19: SPECIAL TREND REPORT

- PRESITITUTES: HIDE FACTS, SELL FEAR
- AMERIKA: FOLLOW THE LEADERS
- COVID LAWS = GLOBAL LUNACY
- AFRICAN AMERICANS HIT HARD BY COVID
- BILLIONAIRE VS. BILLIONAIRE
- BILLIONAIRES REAP PANDEMIC PROFITS